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Another year and another decade have
sidled into the mists of time with only wisps
of their essence lingering. And even those
fading as we speak.
During this decade we have celebrated
the 50th anniversaries of rebirth of the Canadian submarine service and the commissioning of all five of the cold war boats. We
celebrated the centenary of the submarine
service itself (the Navy’s 100th was at the
tail end of the previous decade) and the
long delayed commissioning of HMCS
Chicoutimi with appropriate homage to the
reasons for the delay. We celebrated the
introduction of a lively march specific to the
submarine service and now even have a
mess dinner version for those occasions.
Sadly we also saw an inordinate number
of our brothers of the phin cross the brow
on eternal leave. Submariners all … may
they always be remembered.
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donations should be used to for
the provision of amenities for members
who are in hospital or care facilities.
We thank the Peggy Riley estate, Steve
St. Amant and Mitch Ewan for their very
generous donations.

T

his year will see the changing of key
positions on our Executive. Jim Scott
and Paul Hansen will be stepping down as
Secretary and Treasurer respectively. I
shall be relinquishing my position as
president. It is imperative that we have
members step forward to fill these positions.

Skip Whitfield and Paul Hansen have
volunteered as the Nomination Committee
and will be recruiting members to fill these
positions.
Our Association received three notable
donations in 2019.

The first was a bequeath of $10,000
from the estate of Peggy Riley, widow of a
retired WWII RN submariner, Daniel H.V.
Riley. Daniel was a member of our Association when it was it was still affiliated with
the Submarine Old Comrades Association,
based in Great Britain.
The second donation was for $200 from
Steve St. Amant who is very active in the
submarine and veteran communities. He is
particularly noted for his work with the Nova
Scotia Last Post Fund and its Unmarked
Grave Program.
And the third donation was for $500 from
our member, Commander (Retired) Mitch
Ewan who resides in Hawaii.
Our Association has decided that these

Our Annual Christmas luncheon had to
be postponed last year due to a fire at the
Four Mile House. Rather than re-locate to
an alternate facility, we decided to reschedule
the luncheon as a Valentine’s luncheon at the
Four Mile House on Sunday, February 16th.
Once again we presume a fun time for members and their families.
In closing, I wish to thank Jim Scott and
Paul Hansen for their dedicated service as
Secretary and Treasurer – they have done an
excellent job – BZ!
For myself, I have very much enjoyed
serving as your President for the past three
years. After stepping down, I shall continue
to be an active member and assist in the running of our organization.

The Cover
We don’t know. The picture appeared a number of times on FaceBook but TheUpdate’s research Department was not able track down
from whence it came. To the unsophisticated
eye of your editor it could
be one of our boats, given
the shoreline hugging
clouds with the mountains
rising above. We do assume that Santa and his
reindeer were added and
not captured in the original
photograph.
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RESCHEDULED
CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

Four Mile House
Sunday, February 16th
Gathering at 1:00
Luncheon at 2:00
Roast Beef
and fixings
If you would rather
have something else
PLEASE CALL
KEN CAPRON
250-478-3930
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n the late 1960’s Admiral Tom Moorer,
Barely eight and one-half years before Neil
Chief of Naval Operations ordered a reArmstrong and Buzz Aldrin stepped down
view to be conducted by Captain Frank
onto the surface of the moon on July 20th,
Ault of the dismal air-to-air missile perfor1969 humans reached the very bottom of the
mance of the Navy’s fighter jets in Vietnam. ocean for the first time.
Ault recommended in his 1969 report that
In what was admittedly a rather lengthy
the Navy establish an ’Advanced Fighter
article in the last issue we described that first
Weapons School’ at the Miramar Naval Air descent to the very bottom of the Hadal
Station in San Diego. Two months later
Zone by Don Walsh and Jacques Piccard.
they were operational. As a result, by 1972
That article described Walsh and Piccard’s
the Navy’s success ratio against the Viaccomplishment as background to the main
etnam People’s Air Force was up five-fold.
focus of the story which was the Texan, VicToday’s gradutor Vescovo’s climbing of highest mountain
ates are still among
on each of the seven continents plus skiing
the best fighter pithe last degree to both poles plus descending
lots in the world.
to the deepest point of each of the world’s
five oceans. And even that was just a vehicle
In honour of the
th
to talk about the ‘Limiting Factor’, the in50 anniversary
credible submersible that is certified to go full
the US Naval Insti-ocean depth over and over and over again.
tute dedicated the
January 23rd will be sixty years since
cover and a large
portion of their Sep- Walsh and Piccard made history. And, for
the curious, a crew member had strapped a
tember 2019 issue
Rolex watch to the ladder. Surreptitiously,
to the program. Click the cover to go to
as both the Navy and Walsh would have vethe group of fascinating articles, from Toptoed. To read the USNI article Click HERE .
Gun’s ‘Beginnings’ to ‘Next Challenge’.
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ladder and all on fire”, he said
later. “You’re on fire and your skin
is falling off … and I knew that I
was going to die”. He lived and went on
to join the submarine service.

O

n Wednesday, October 23rd, 2019 a
crowd of several dozen survivors, family and friends gathered on the shoreline of
Point Pleasant Park, at the south end of the
Halifax peninsula, to mark the moment, fifty
years ago to the day, that scarred their
lives, forever.
HMCS Kootenay and
her 249 crew were part of
a ten ship task force that
had left Canada on the
5th of September, with
stops in Bermuda, Denmark and Plymouth, England.

The smoke was so thick and engulfed
the ship so quickly that crew throughout
were crawling on hands and knees to find
ladders to escape.

A truly exacerbating factor was that storage for a lot of their fire
fighting equipment was
just outside the engine
room and was, of course,
damaged in the explosion.

On that fateful day all ten ships were
headed home. About 200 miles west of
Plymouth Kootenay and Saguenay broke
off to conduct full-power sea trials, a required quarterly routine.

Speaking during the
50 Anniversary Service,
John Montague who had
been a junior officer at the time and who
would later retire from the Navy as a Captain, told those assembled that “the smoke
was so thick and travelled so quickly
even the bridge had to be evacuated”.

Just after 0800 (8 bells for the purists
and 8:00 am for those who’ve left all that
behind) the ten crew members in the engine room reported a sound ‘like a rising organ note’. Mere seconds later a massive
explosion erupted from the starboard gear
box, with a fireball that engulfed the engine
room crew and shot through the main interior passageway.

And bizarrely, “There was so much
damage in the initial stages following
the explosion, that the main engine
couldn’t be shut down so the ship continued on at full speed and completely
out of control”.

th

Twenty-one year old, Able Seaman Allan
‘Dinger’ Bell, one of only three of that engine room crew to live, had third degree
burns to nearly half of his body.
“All of us … trying to get up the

He recounted how “the heat had been
so intense it actually melted an aluminum ladder in the engine room”.

“Even our communications system
was out with no way to contact the
other ships in the flotilla since they
were over the horizon”.
Even once the other ships started to
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arrive and transfer fire fighting crews to
the Kootenay, it still took over two hours
to bring the fire under control. “During
that time the crew distinguished itself with numerous acts of “extreme
bravery.” Montague said.
Ship’s divers even
strapped on their scuba
tanks to assist in the rescue operations down below
and to continue fighting the
fires.
One of them, Able Seaman John
Womack, who was twenty at the time,
helped to pour foam into the engine room
from the deck above. “You couldn’t
see”, he said. “And it was hot!” .
“We had to exchange tanks because the regulators would get
gummed up after 15 minutes, so they
had to be cleaned”.
Helicopters flew fire fighting and medical crews to Kootenay and dozens of injured to the Bonaventure. Later, some
were flow onward to hospitals in the UK.

By noon the crews had
extinguished the fires and
the Saguenay had taken the
Kootenay under tow, returning to Plymouth. Eight of the
crew were dead and a total
of fifty-three others suffered
a variety of physical injuries. The psychological injuries would show themselves for many years to come.
In 1969 it was Canadian military policy
that personnel who died overseas must
be buried there. Harsh enough, but it
A Bit Late For
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was compounded when families
were told only two from each family
would be flown to England for the services,
eliciting about the reaction you’d expect.

The eight families were given the
choice of interment in an English cemetery or burial at sea. The
families split evenly in
their choices.
Many of the surviving
crew were also upset with
having to live aboard what
one described as a
‘horrible, dark, burnt, foul
smelling coffin of a ship’, while folks at
home were dithering over decisions.
Some of the injured crew members
were sent home on board the Bonaventure. Not all made it. A couple of days
short of Halifax PO Lewis Stringer, still
struggling from smoke inhalation, succumbed to a heart attack, becoming the
ninth crew member to die and the only
one to be buried on Canadian soil.
HMCS Kootenay left Plymouth under
tow on the 16 th of November with a minimal 60 man crew, arriving in Halifax on
the 27 th.
Before the Kootenay’s
props had even been removed in Plymouth in preparation of being towed home,
the Canadian Navy had convened a board of inquiry. By
December their technical investigators
had pinpointed the cause of the explosion in the gearbox as ‘incorrect fitting of
the insert bearing shells’ during a refit
four years previous. The result was direct
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oil supply being completely restricted,
grossly overheating the high speed pinion bearings, which inevitably resulted in a
spontaneous ignition of oil and oil vapour.
Human error.
The Board Inquiry’s Report lavished
praise on the crew, many of whom,
‘without regard for personal safety
rushed to the scene to save lives and
tend to those trapped’. It conclude that the
officers and men on board ‘behaved in
meritorious fashion’ to fight the fire and
save the ship.
Recommendations included location of
fire fighting equipment, first aid training and
the design and location of escape hatches.
The military policy of not repatriating the
remains of those who had perished was a
result of the sheer numbers in World War
One and Two making repatriation simply not
feasible; and then, one would have to conclude, pedantic adherence thereafter.
The level of anger throughout Canada
that ‘someone’ had not overridden the
‘policy’ and simply done the right thing, later
caused the Parliament of Canada to table
legislation overriding that policy so that today the remains of all military fatalities are
returned home to their families.
HMCS Kootenay underwent an extensive refit, returning to active service in January 1972. She was decommissioned in
December 1996.
Also in 1972, six crew members were
awarded medals honouring their bravery:

The Medal of Bravery CPO Robert
George and PO Gerald Gillingham.
Intended as an overt honour, the new
firefighting training facility opened at CFB
Halifax in 2002 was named the ‘Damage
Control Training Facility Kootenay’.
If you have read this far it might be
nice to take a moment to whisper with
reverence each of the names of those
who perished in the 1969 Kootenay Explosion.

LS Pierre S. Bourret
LS Thomas Gordon Crabbe
PO Eric George Harman
OS Michael Alan Hardy

CPO Vaino Olavi Partanen
CPO William Alfred Boudreau
LS Gary Wayne Hutton

OS Nelson Murray Galloway
PO Lewis J. Stringer

The Cross of Valour to CPO V.O. Partanan and to PO Lewis Stringer, both
posthumously.
The Star of Courage to Sub/Lt Clark
Reiffenstein (posthumously) and to PO
Clément Bussière.
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Kurtz said the NATO presence is
important, and it offers Canadian sailors
an opportunity to hone their training.

L

ast June Commodore Josee Kurtz
was appointed to lead ‘Standing NATO
Group Two’ one of four naval groups operated by the 29-member alliance.

The first exercise, Sea Breeze 2019,
was a multinational effort led by Ukraine
and the United States. Bulgaria led the second, called Breeze 2019. Kurtz said both
were aimed at increasing NATO’s readiness.

Thus the 31-year veteran of the RCN be“It makes sense that from time to time
came the first woman to be given such a
we pay a visit in areas where some allies
command in NATO history,
and partners have a coastPhoto Manuela Berger The Canadian Press
lagging noticeably behind
line,” she said.
the USN which appointed
Russia also has a
its first female numbered
coastline bordering the
fleet commander in 2014.
Black Sea. Kurtz said the
She hopes her historic
Russians were aware of
appointment inspires more
the exercises, which proyoung people to join the
ceeded without incident.
armed forces.
Having no family with
“I do think it sends a remilitary background, Kurtz
ally strong signal to the
said that in 1988 she didn’t
newer generation of young
even know which of the
people who want to have a
services she wanted to
military career, and I say
join, but chose the navy at
that whether they are
a time when it was just
women or men, or any miopening its doors to womnority group,” Kurtz said, in
en at sea.
a telephone interview off
“It is humbling to have
Rota, Spain from the ship
been singled out from
she first commanded in
among a group of compe2009, HMCS Halifax, now
tent and professional colher flag ship.
leagues to head the NATO
Kurtz said her naval
standing group”, she said.
group includes vessels
She commented on the spirit of diversity
from Great Britain, Turkey and Romania.
in the alliance, which is composed of variHer fleet recently participated in two exerous cultures and military procedures.
cises in the Black Sea, in a show of support
Her appointment was to have run until
for allies in the region, such as Ukraine and
the end of 2019.
Bulgaria.
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Passed along from Skip Whitfield.

T

he delivery date for the navy’s first
Arctic and offshore patrol ship has
again been pushed back.
The original plan was to have Irving
Shipbuilding in Halifax deliver the ship in
2018, but in August that date was pushed
to the end of 2019.
However, Irving Shipbuilding released
a statement Tuesday saying the new
ship, HMCS Harry DeWolf, will be delivered during the first three months of
2020.
The company says it had always intended to “revisit” the delivery deadline,
given the fact it is building a newly designed ship with a new supply chain, a
new shipyard and a new and growing
workforce.
Irving spokesman Sean Lewis says the
ship will be the largest naval vessel built in
Canada in more than 50 years.
Lewis says four of the Harry DeWolfclass of vessels are currently under construction, and the navy expects to accept
delivery of a total of six ships.

While that adage is even older than Ian
Hopkins, it is not often that you see one that
so absolutely proves those words to be true.
Can’t you just see him licking her face
when she was still learning to smile? I have
no doubt whatsoever that he fell in love with
her the day they brought her home. They
were inseparable. I’m not sure which side of
the bed he slept on, but I’m pretty sure that
every time her mom or dad looked in on
them, her arm was draped across his body.

Occasionally a few select words can also
tell a whole story. Ernest Hemmingway once
wrote: For Sale, Baby Shoes, Never Used.
Another six word story: I Tried To Forget
But Failed.
A Bit Late For Year End 2019
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Japan Launches
12th Soryu-class Sub

T

he JS Toryu SS512 is only the second
in the class to be outfitted with lithiumIon batteries which purportedly store considerably more power than
their lead-acid cousins. The
first boat with the new battery, the JS Oryu SS511
was launched in 2018.
In addition to being the
first in the class to come equipped with the
new batteries, these two are also the first to
be AIP which allows for longer periods of
submergence. At 276 feet they are said to
currently be the worlds largest conventionally powered submarines with a crew of 65.

Atago-class ships that entered service in 2007 and 2008. In addition to its
main gun, a Mk-45 Mod 4 in a stealthshaped casing, this new class of ship, which
is expected to enter service in 2021, carries
SM-3 Block IIA and SM-6 interceptors for
the ballistic missile defense role, SM-2 and
the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile. it will also make Japan only the third country with ships
fielding the CEC – a sensor data sharing tool currently found
only on US and RAN ships.
The lead ship in this class, the Maya
(DDG-179), was launched in July 2018 and
is currently undergoing trials ahead of an
expected March 2020 commissioning.
Haguru is expected to enter service in 2021

The plan is that they will be followed by
three more Soryu-class, for a total of 15.

Also, Japan’s Maritime Self Defense
Force launched its second Maya-class Aegis destroyer Haguru DDG 180 in a July 17
ceremony in Yokohama.
Built by Japan Marine United (JMU) Corporation, the new 170 M / 560 ft, 8,200 ton
destroyer is an improved version of the
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Gennadiy Borisov is not employed as an
astronomer. He is an engineer who builds
and maintains telescopes for the Sternberg
Astronomical Institute of the Moscow
State University at their Station in Nauchnij,
Southern Crimean .

sky not usually scanned by the
large ground-based asteroid surveys or
even NASA's asteroid-hunting spacecraft
NEOWISE (Near Earth Object Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer).Though it has now
peaked in brightness, they say that it will
continue to be observable with moderatesize telescopes until April 2020, after which
only with larger professional scopes and
even then only until October.

His star gazing hobby is pursued afterhours using telescopes that he has designed and built himself for his personal observatory. And he is pretty good at it.
The lovely creature on the right is the
eighth of nine comets that he has discovered and only the second ‘interstellar’ to
ever be discovered. This updated photo,
taken with the Hubble Space Telescope
and recently released by NASA, shows so
much more detail that it might as well be
nude.
She (are comets male or female, or
simply gender neutral?) reached her closest point (+/-190 million miles) to the Sun,
or perihelion, on December 8th travelling
well above speed of other objects orbiting
the sun at that distance, about 93,000 mph.
It passed through the ecliptic plane - the
plane in which Earth and the other planets
orbit the Sun - from above at roughly a 40degree angle.
That speed is, apparently, an additional
confirmation point that it came from outside
our solar system and a good bet that it will
leave and head back to interstellar space.
As seen from earth, it’s trajectory has
been fairly near the sun which is an area of
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T

hough Irving is
not saying
there will be
employees who
would face lay-off if a decision is made to
contract out pipe assemblies, they are
currently conducting a pilot project in order to do a cost benefit analysis of purchasing assembled units from international markets rather that purchasing the materials and assembling them in-house.
Each Arctic and offshore patrol vessel
has more than 17,000 pipe assemblies. If
a decision is made to purchase complete
units, the 30 to 40 workers in positions affected “would be offered positions at
the Halifax shipyard”, states Sean Lewis, Irving’s Director of Communication. He
further stressed that “Irving has hired
141 new trades personnel and are actively recruiting another 28”.
While offering assurances that there
will be no impact on ship construction times
as a result of any changes, Lewis also added that any work performed outside of Canada will be “offset by making investments in Canada to ensure that 100% of
the value of the AOPS contract is spent
here at home”.
This is just an observation from a noneconomist, but would not the wages earned
by those 30 to 40 folks who would not be
hired as a result, be spent locally? Maybe
Irving comes out a bit ahead but doesn’t it
just send Canadian dollars to Gdańsk, or
wherever, instead of paying Canadians?

T

o add to the many honours he has
received over the years, our own
Dwight Grieve recently received a truly
lovely plaque from the Legion, signed by
the Dominion President, Thomas Irvine.
The plaque is a ‘Palm Leaf’ to the Meritorious Service Medal (MSM) that he had
received on a previous occasion. It was
awarded during a ceremony at his local
Malahat Branch.
The plaque states, in part, ‘The MSM is
the highest award that can be granted to a

member. The award of the Palm Leaf to
your MSM indicates once again, that you
have rendered continuous meritorious
service to the cause of The Royal Canadian Legion.

Dwight also spent time on the Executive of the Submarine Old Comrades Association and, when he returned form Ottawa, about a decade with our Submariners Association of Canada West Executive, including as President.
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USN Littoral
Combat Ship

Completes Joint Ops with
RAN In South China Sea

T

he USS Montgomery LCS-8 ventured
across the Pacific for an Australian visit
that included a number of joint operations
with two RAN ships in the disputed waters
of the South China Sea.

and sensors in support of mine
countermeasures, anti-submarine warfare, especially with stealthy diesel subs or
missions involving fast surface craft.

The USS Montgomery is currently on a

The Independence-class Montgomery
joined the RAN’s HMAS Stuart (FFH 153)
and HMAS Sirius (O 266), conducting
communication drills, division tactics, bilateral flight operations, and personnel exchanges, as well as replenishments at sea
marking the first time an LCS has received
fuel from an allied navy vessel.
They were designed in Australia at the
HQ of the parent corporation, Austal Ltd,
and the built at the Alabama based, US
branch of the global defence contractor.
CEO, David Singleton was particularly
pleased to see one of the LCS’s on that
side of the world, demonstrating, as he
commented, the capability to operate with a
variety of ships, on numerous missions and
exercises.

Austal has so far delivered ten of these
400 foot aluminium trimarans to the USN
with a further nine expected over the next
couple of years.

rotational deployment to the U.S. 7th Fleet
area of operations in support of security
and stability in the Indo-Pacific.
As the U.S. Navy’s largest numbered
fleet, the 7th, based in Yokosuka, Japan, is
assigned responsibility for +/- 48 million
miles2, from the Kuril Islands in the north to
the Antarctic, and from the international
date line to the 68th meridian, running down
from the India, Pakistan border. It interacts
with 35 other maritime nations.
As mentioned elsewhere in this issue,
the Montgomery et al created a kerfuffle
with the Chinese during this jaunt.

While designed for near-shore (littoral)
operations, they are quite capable of open
ocean missions, as this Australian trip has
demonstrated. They are a very agile, fast
(40+ knots), mission focused platform with
interchangeable packages (systems and
support equipment) that can range from deploying manned and unmanned vehicles
A Bit Late For Year End 2019
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he first thing that strikes your editor
is how youth challenged the members

Most of you are likely aware that
on behalf of all three Associations,
SAOC East has, for a long time now, made
a presentation to the top student of each
graduating class. Seen below left is Sylvain Rouillard, Chairman of SAOC East,
making that presentation to MS Stephanie
Noa, who won that honour for the last class
of the twenty-teens.
The class now moves to the Submarine
Force to use that new found knowledge to
actually qualify in submarines.
We imagine that they are a welcome addition now (as much as one can overtly
make a spud welcome) but will be even
more so once they have earned those coveted dolphins.

of this class are. None of them are old farts
but they sure aren’t the ‘too young to draw
their tot’ newbies of a Brian Hills and Richard ‘Dickie’ Cermak, and your editor, in our
day.
But you have to admit that they are a fine looking bunch who will go on from here
to do the submarine service proud. As
those who have gone before them have
done. Us old guys have always been very
proud of our submariners.

And when they have earned their dolphins they will also be presented with a gift
certificate, as seen below, confirming their
qualification to join the Submariners Association of Canada with the first year being a
freebee.
These gift certificates were to be handed
out to every serving, qualified submariner.
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e continue to lose members
of our submarine community, which
is, we suppose, not unexpected given the way most of you continue to age.
There are a couple of you who don’t seem
to age at all and that doesn’t seem fair.
Dean Brassington. Although his
time is submarines was somewhat
abbreviated, a number of folks
knew him and mourned his passing
He has lived in the area of Virginia for
a long time now so it is guys
like Keith Nesbit
who continued to
have contact with
him. We posted a
copy of ‘His Final
Dive’ certificate and
Keith had it framed for Dean’s
widow. Thank you Keith.
Matt Leeming. The handsome young
matelot finally retired after 34 years, a rather grizzled C1. Born in England in 1935,
he survived the blitz as a young boy. As a
young man he immigrated to Canada in
1956, joined the RCN a year or so later,
married Edie in 1959. He
went to England for his
submarine training and
initial service, and was
part of the Ojibwa
commissioning crew.
Matt participated in
the first Victoria Marathon
with buddy Dwight Grieve. In
1985 they and a few others did
a relay run across Canada to
commemorate the Navy’s 75th
anniversary.
A Bit Late For
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They completed that run in 45 days
and then continued running marathons after
returning home.
Matt and Edie had four kids and after his
retirement they moved to Duncan where he
continued a very active life. He was
also known to, on occasion, share a
rather pithy observation with the
editorial staff of TheUpdate.
A good man who was very well liked
and respected far beyond our submarine family.
The celebration of his life was
held in Duncan on November 22nd
and included the submariner portion with readings from Jim Scott
followed by the Poppy Ceremony
plus poems ‘His Final Dive’ and
‘Just An Old Submariner’. A ‘short’ tot of
rum was used for a toast to Matt proposed
by his friend of long decades, Dwight.
Harry Holm. Harry was such a quiet, unassuming individual that a couple of the
submariners at his Celebration of Life on
January 11th, commented that we
didn’t really have any ‘stories’
to share with the large group
in attendance.
“Au contraire!” said
long time friend and
neighbor Marv Flynn,
when he stepped up
to the microphone.
He told a couple of
rather tame stories,
then finally bowed to discretion, deciding
that some stories may in fact, and on second thought, be better left untold.
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The afternoon’s MC was one of
Harry’s sons-in-law. Kevin called Harry
‘Pops’ and told the group that he was not
only a very special guy, but a guy of whom
he is still in awe.
Kevin told a story of the time he and
a couple of his young fella friends
decided at some hour well past midnight that visiting Harry and Sylvia’s
daughter Cheri was a very good idea.
After tapping on her window the front
porch light came on so they rushed around
to the front door to find Harry standing
there. They never heard him say a word as
he turned around and walked back into the
house, but then, they were running for the
car. Before they could pull away Cheri
came out and waved them in.
“That is the kind of guy that Harry was”,
said Kevin. “He may not have trusted us
but he trusted his daughters enough to go
with the flow”.
Daughter Patti’s eulogy painted a picture
of a Harry that very few of us on the boat
had any insight. Loving, dedicated father
and husband who always sent each of the
three girls individual post cards from whatever port we were in. Camping trips, swimming and bowling and … well we’d always
known that Harry was one of the good guys
but Patti made it clear that even that view
underestimated him.
The submariners did their usual thing including the ‘Poppy Ceremony’ for submariners and family and a presentation of the
framed poems, ‘His Final Dive’ and ‘Just An
Old Submariner’ to the family.
The Celebration of Life for Sylvia had
been held in the same room five years ago.

Diane Cameron. Spitfire wife of
Stu and mother of Scott and Yvan. Taken way, way too early in her early 70’s, or
as those of us at that age say (Diane was
just a couple of months older than your editor, who would never have dared say that to
her face) in her ‘extended mid-sixties’.
Her Celebration of Life was an
evening event out in Sooke, also
on Saturday the 11th. An overflow
crowd that included a
large contingent of
family and a number of
kids including Diane’s
own grandchildren
whom she idolized.
It made for a family
like event, albeit rather
sad, yet with laughter as
stories were told triggering smiles and
memories about the tiny giant.
After Stu and Diane were married she
had to learn English and that took a while.
Which was a good thing, lamented one
friend from the early days, because Diane
didn’t understand when her eight year old
son asked her what grade she was in. I’m
thinking that he was just complimenting her
on how young she looked, not commenting
on her height, or lack thereof.
Both boys said even their friends knew
that they weren’t really in trouble unless she
lapsed into French. Although, one of them
commented, you knew if she was mad no
matter which language she used.
Her caring nature was recognized by
staff and patients alike during her 25 years
at the Priory in Langford, and she did, after
all put up with Stu for 48 years.
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“In many ways, service members today are like the coal miners of yesteryear, and will live
with the effects of chronic fatigue for the rest of their lives. DoD and Navy leaders have
the power, and “an abiding obligation,” to take corrective action to change the culture and
operational habits that contribute to unnecessary exhaustion and sleep deprivation”.
The January 2020 issue of the US Naval Institute’s ‘Proceedings’ includes a ‘make
you stop and think’ article with the above title.
Discussions within our own group tend to point a trembling finger at ’inadequate training’
as the cause of a number of collisions at sea over the last couple years. While that is maybe
an accurate assessment, it generally does not include the full range of the training required,
nor who all required various forms of training and enlightenment.
This article, and a 2015 study by the Rand National Defense Research Institute, from
which it draws, suggest that the issue likely, maybe even almost certainly, goes well beyond
the watchkeepers on the bridge of the ships during their fateful incidents.
Captain Cordle comments: “The Navy has emphasized the operational and safety repercussions of fatigue; however, missing from
the conversation is the obligation the service has to the longterm health of its workforce”.
A chart (at the left) from the study is likely not really news to anyone
who has stood watches at sea, but still, it graphically highlights the issue
rather emphatically.

If you are one of the
people whose interest is
sparked and would like to delve deeper into
the findings you can click HERE for the site
that will allow you to download a full PDF
copy of the RAND study.
“In the past two years, since the
promulgation of a formal fatigue and endurance management policy by Commander, Naval Surface Forces, and similar
initiatives in submarines and aircraft
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carriers, the Navy has started to turn the cultural corner, recognizing that people need a scientifically proven level of rest, recuperation, and sleep to optimize
their performance,” writes Cordle. Adding, “Missing from the conversation, however,
is Navy leaders’ duty to the lifelong health of the force and the positive impact
that broader education and policy changes could have on Navy life”.
That despite the mountains of research and countless articles about the operational impact of fatigue putting it front and center in the National Transportation Safety Board report
on the collision involving the USS John S. McCain (DDG-56) and other records of maritime
mishaps and near misses.
In part, the 2014 RAND study’s abstract says,
Sleep problems often follow a chronic course, persisting long after
service members return home from combat deployments, with

consequences for their reintegration and the readiness and resiliency of the force. Therefore, it is critical to understand the role of
sleep problems in service members’ health and functioning and
the policies and programs available to promote healthy sleep.

Further along in his article, Cordle states that there is no active resistance or misinformation campaign to avoid addressing stress and fatigue among military personnel - but to
do nothing to manage the issue at a force level can have the same result.
(emphasis added)
He also includes the chart below, from a 2018 book on the subject of
PTSD (right) by authors expert in the field.
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ut you have to admit that if this
boulder were a ‘Touch Stone’, sitting
on a jetty in sub base, that crews could
give a rub for their own mystical reasons, before
heading out and again on their return, some visiting
sub crew would have purloined it somewhere along the line.
Just thinking back to an Admiral’s carpet and an attempt to liberate a caiman, aborted when
the liberators saw the size of its jaws.
This boulder, commonly referred to as “Wizard Rock” by many local residents, was reported missing to the Prescott National Forest last October. A large one-ton beautiful black
boulder with white quartz running through it like a Jackson Pollock had started splashing
paint. It has always been very special to a lot of members of the community who drive the
two lane highway 89, known locally as
Whitespar Rd, which meanders south-east
from Prescott (about 90 minutes north of
Phoenix). It sat in an open meadow of
lightly wooded trees, just off the road.
So when the boulder suddenly vanished, officials were surprised, wondering
who could move such a big thing without
anyone noticing? There had to have been
equipment involved.
They sent out news releases and pleas
on social media for its return.
And as stumped as they were that someone had swiped it, forestry officials were just as
astonished when someone returned it, anonymously, in the dead of night, on Halloween.
“Maybe it’s magical”, joked Jason Williams, Trails and Wilderness Manager at the National Forest, which has 1.2 million acres outside Prescott.
Given what a fine touch stone it would make sitting on the end of a jetty, if it had not
come back an investigator with a submarine background might well be inclined to start
checking submarine bases on both coasts.
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W

e’ve started
putting a
calendar on the
front page of our
website.
When all of these
inserts are completed it will have a
link to the whole
year along with a
listing of the
names of all the
submarines that
are shown as having been lost on
any particular day.
There aren’t many
days without at
least one having
been lost
Submariners all,
regardless of
which Navy in
which they earned
their right to wear
dolphins.
They should be
remembered.
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carriers, three destroyers and one
hundred and fifty-four bi-planes. They
dropped flour-sack bombs all over both the
Army and Navy facilities that February Sunday morning, flew back to their aircraft carriers and steamed home to San Diego.

Some argue that mindset of the Battleship
Admirals was at a minimum a contributing
factor to the success of Rear-Admiral Harry
Yarnell’s attack on Pearl Harbor in 1932,
Vice-Admiral Ernest King’s follow-up
demonstration in 1938 and Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto’s three years later.
In 1932 the New York Times reported
that Yarnell’s planes “made the attack unopposed by the defense, which was
caught virtually napping, and [they] escaped to the mother ships without the
slightest damage being inflicted on
them.” The Times reporter also noted that
the Black defenders had yet to locate the
Blue fleet 24 hours after the attack.
Both Yarnell and King were believers in
the 1906 prediction of Billy Mitchell that future battles would be fought
in the air. “A thousand
bombers can be built for
the same price as one
battleship which can be
sunk by a small number
of them” he was quoted as
saying before, in 1921, in a
demonstration, sinking a
captured German battleship
with a small number of bombers.
For the 1932 Army/Navy exercise, Harry
Yarnell left his battleships at home in San
Diego. proceeding to Pearl Harbor as the
attacking ‘Blue Force’ with two air craft

While even the Umpires knew that the
Admiral had proved his point, declaring him
the victor, the Battleship Admirals and their
Army counterparts cried foul, insisting that
Yarnell had cheated.
Their rationalizations stretched from
Sunday morning being an ‘inappropriate’
time for an attack’ to the of the ‘harbor
was far to shallow for torpedoes to be
effective’ and even, if you can believe it,
that low level precision bombing of battleships at anchor was unrealistic since
“everyone knew that Asians lacked sufficient hand-eye coordination to engage
in that kind of precise accuracy.”
The uproar reverberated through the
War Department which exercised enough
pressure to cause the Umpires to reverse
their decision, declaring
instead that the Black defenders had won. Yarnell
was shuffled off to the
‘Asiatic’ fleet with not only
his point of vulnerability to
a surprise airstrike not
made, but ignored, and to
this day basically unknown. He was
When King reiterated Yarnell’s lesson
eight sort years later, he too was ignored
and he too was shuffled, but fate got in their
way, and he came back.
Credit were credit is due, the big
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battleships did play a significant role during
the war, though not as significant as
the submarines nor, many would argue,
the aircraft, but a major role nevertheless.

BB64 and USS Iowa BB61all as
part of the USN’s efforts to become a sixhundred ship navy as it was expanding its
reach across the world.

And then they were retired … including
the last one ever built, the USS Missouri.
Raise your hand if you had come to think
that because it is now a famous tourist attraction in Pearl Harbor, the USS Missouri
BB63 was one of the battleships that had to
be raised from the bottom of the harbour in
January 1942.

The Missouri was then recommissioned
in May 1986 in a ceremony that included a
short speech from Margaret Truman who
had christened the ship in 1943, ending
with, “Now take care of my baby”. She
logged a lot of sea miles and saw pretty

Nope. In fact she was the last battleship
to ever be commissioned into the USN, in
June 1944 and served with distinction
throughout the rest of war. It was on her
deck that the Japanese surrender was
signed. She served during the Korean war
and was finally decommissioned in February, 1955, tied up in Bremerton for the next
thirty-one years.
In 1984 she was towed to Long Beach to
undergo a modernization refit as were other
battleships, including the USS New Jersey
BB62, coming out of mothballs for the second time, having been used to shell targets
in Vietnam during her second career. Also
given a new life were the USS Wisconsin

significant action during the Gulf War, firing
783 sixteen inch shells and launched 28
Tomahawk cruise missiles.
After being the last of the big battleships
commissioned in June 1944, she would be,
in March 1992 the last to be shuffled off into the pages of history … for the last time.
She returned to Bremerton until, in 1998
she was towed to Hawaii, and in January
1999 she was opened as a museum and
tourist attraction. The end of an era.

But a navy isn’t a navy without some
BIG ships. [Note: an exaggeration as it is not
necessarily true for all navies] And so, heeding
the lessons of those Admirals of so long
ago, the focus was now on combining air
power with big ships - aircraft carriers.
There may not be a single battleship left
in the US Navy but by gosh they do have
aircraft carriers. They are big. They are
fast. And they are expensive; to build,
maintain and staff.

Take for example the brand new USS
John F. Kennedy CVN 79 which was just
commissioned on 7 December 2019 and
christened by Caroline Kennedy who also
sponsored the first to bear her late father’s
name, the CV67, commissioned in 1968.
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She is the second of a planned list
of these carriers of the namesake Gerald
R. Ford class, which was billed as the most
expensive US Navy ship ever built, at >$13
billion, when it was commissioned in July
2017 by US President Donald Trump, who
declared that he wants to expand the number of aircraft carriers to twelve.
The Ford class are the first new aircraft
carrier design in forty years to replace the
aging Nimitz-class.
she is
apparently to be
joined in the next decade by
two to four more of the next class (the 03).

December 2019 seems to be the
month for commissioning new carriers.
On the 10th the HMS Prince of Wales,
sister ship (we know tradition is tradition but
it still feels odd to call a ship named after a
man, ‘she’) to the HMS Queen Elizabeth
which was itself commissioned on the 7th of
December, 2017.

She will be based at the island Province
of Hainan (between Vietnam and Hong
Kong) to provide quick access to the South
China Sea. While she is smaller, with fewer
aircraft than her US counterparts, she is the
beginning of the Chinese aircraft carrier
fleet which is intended to form a counterweight to US Naval presence in the Asian
Pacific.
The interesting thing is, though, that a
growing number of pundits are arguing that

Then on the 17th in a ceremony held in
Sanya, China’s President Xi commissioned
the People’s Liberation Army-Navy second,
though it is the first domestically built, aircraft carrier, the ‘Shandong’, a province on
the Yellow Sea, south of Beijing.
The largest warship ever built in-country
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aircraft carriers are so … yesterday.
While Robert Farley, an expert on naval
warfare and Senior Lecturer at the University of Kentucky says aircraft carriers, “remain
critical to projecting power around the
world”, others point out the vulnerability of
aircraft carriers and the rapid development
of drone technology in all of its various
forms.
As mentioned above, the USS Gerald R.
Ford cost in excess of $13B, the air wing of
seventy-four aircraft and helicopters cost +/another $5B. To buy. And even that number may be low, with the F-35C Lightning II
costing in excess of $100 million to build.
Plus flying an F-35C reportedly can cost in
excess of $44,000 per hour.
Despite a carrier’s speed and array of
electronic defences, protecting a task force
has always been more of a challenge than
has often been acknowledged.

In October, 2015 a Chinese ‘improved’
Kilo Class (Project 636, purchased from
Russia) diesel electric submarine surfaced
well within torpedo range of the USS
Ronald Reagan (some reports suggested it
was within the outer ring of her escorts).
While the USN never released a statement detailing whether they were caught off
guard or were taking the opportunity to
monitor the sub, it does seem odd that if
monitoring they would let it get that close.
World wide there are a total of twentytwo aircraft carriers in service (IS) and nine
under construction (UC).
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The UK, China and Italy each
have two IS. France, India, Russia,
Spain and Thailand each have one IS although Thailand’s is strictly for helicopters.

India has two UC while China, Italy and
Turkey each have one UC. China states
its plan to build more in time.
Most readers are likely aware that the
Chinese claim territorial rights to most of
the area within the East and South China
Seas, and that they view Taiwan as but a
rebellious Province that will be brought
back into the fold at some point. They do
seem to be moving towards being able to
more aggressively defend those claims.

Included in China’s 70th anniversary parade this past October 1st, were the newly
developed DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missile
and DF-17 hypersonic weapon paired with
the DR-8 supersonic drone.
These are examples of increasingly
deadly, powerful and fast weapons that
raises the concern about protecting an aircraft carrier task force to a whole new level.
Staying with this example, the Chinese
could, would and probably already are using drones to locate and monitor these hard
to hide mobile monoliths. In the event of
hostilities, launching a barrage of the above
mentioned weapons would, one concludes,
be, at a very minimum, a significant distraction to the carrier task force … without ever putting pilots and $100 million planes in
harms way. All the while taping it through
the scope of one of their ever increasingly
sophisticated submarines, although whether or not they would have human crews
may be another matter altogether.

The US leads the way with 11 IS, and 2
UC although only 1 would be additional.
They plan to continue building to replace
the entire Nimitz-class.
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With the rapid development of the
sophistication of land, sea and air drones, a
growing number of pundits are saying that
increasingly the aircraft flying from these
staggeringly expensive monoliths will NOT
have pilots. They will still be expensive but
NO WHERE NEAR as expensive as those
that are flying today.
As Chair of the Senate Armed Services
Committee (SASC), the late Senator John
McCain issued, in 2017, a white paper titled
’Restoring American Power’, effectively
an alternative plan for the US military. Included in its list of recommendations was
smaller, more affordable aircraft carriers
and investment in unmanned combat aircraft vehicles.
Despite earlier comments about aircraft carriers “remaining critical to
projecting power’, the
UofK’s Robert Farley
acknowledges that drones
will eventually replace
manned aircraft. “They

don’t need to return to
base after being
launched, don't need to keep a human pilot alive, and don't worry about being
shot down over enemy territory. In many
risky operations, it will be impossible to
justify the expense of a manned, reusable
aircraft, even if we can only use the
drone once.”

drones.
While recovery is always preferred, if
it is not possible it is far less expensive and
far more acceptable to lose a drone than a
+$100M aircraft and pilot.
It is reported that the USAF is currently
testing a high speed combat drone with a
range of +/- 1,500 miles. The stealthy XQ58A Valkyrie can carry two GBU-39 Stormbreaker all-weather glide bombs internally.
H.I. Sutton, author of Covert Shores,
who monitors and writes about undersea
warfare developments and is oft quoted,
comments that the use of drones could lead
to minimally crewed aviation ships, complete with deck robots to
substantially reduce the
number of personnel to
maintain, operate and fly
aircraft.
The concept sees very
low profile or even semisubmersible ‘drone carriers’ as being the launch
and recovery vessels.
As for the carrier itself,
Sutton suggests a semisubmersible vessel that uses ballast tanks
to raise or lower itself in relation to sea

The US Navy has been landing drones
on aircraft carriers and launching drones
from submarines since the early 20-teens,
with the realization that removing the pilot
would also reduce aircraft complexity and
cost, allowing the military to buy more
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level. A semi-submersible carrier
could sit “barely two meters (six feet)
above waves during flight operations in normal sea states or bad weather but ballast
down further when not engaged in flying operations,” Sutton tells us. He envisions
sleek, low-profile vessels, similar to a submarine sailing on the surface of the ocean,
with elevators and a flight deck for UCAVs.
All of this will not fully come to pass in
the decade we are entering, but steps towards that vision will, chipping away at the
paradigm in which many of the Monolith Admirals seem mired, just as their Battleship
Admiral predecessors were.
But, on the other hand, much of the tech
needed to develop drone-launching submarines—such as creating a large submersible
or controlling drones at sea—has already
been mastered. When someone ties it all
together, we could see (or rather, not see) a

naval event where carriers from both
sides are totally underwater.
In fact, some would argue, we’re effectively already there.

For example, any of the four Ohio-class
submarines (USS Ohio, USS Michigan,
USS Florida and USS Georgia) can carry
154 Tomahawk missiles or Sea Robin
drones, giving them the ability to scout for
and then attack targets • a core mission of
aircraft carriers.
With a crew of just 155 compared to the
4,550 of a Ford-class carrier, each of these
submarines packs as much firepower, and
purportedly have never been tracked during
a patrol.
While aircraft carriers are most certainly
a very visual demonstration of power at
sea, they are, well … very visible.
It goes without saying, that precludes the
clandestine operations for which the Ohio
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Class were reconfigured.
The lockout chambers that replaced missile tubes one and two on each of the four
boats, allow combat divers and Navy
SEALs to enter and exit the submarine underwater.
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A diver is seen here sitting inside
the deck shelter attached to the USS
Ohio, with a SDV, on a docking platform,
behind him, while alongside.

A Dry Deck Shelter (DDS) can easily be
attached to the hull, linked to either one or
both of these modified tubes, accommodating mini-submarines called Swimmer Deliver Vehicles (SDVs). Crews can enter the
Deck Shelter to work on equipment even
when submerged.
To read more about these SSBN’s that
were reconfigured as drone-carrying covert
command centres, click HERE.

The Sea Hunter, born of the Pentagon’s so
-called mad science wing, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or
DARPA, and developed through their ASW
Continuous Trail Unmanned Vessel programme in Oregon, it has been called not
only game changing but paradigm bending.
At the Christening, then Deputy Secretary of Defence, Robert Work, dated himself, describing the narrow bow of the submarine tracking vessel, capable of autonomously patrolling the seas for months on
end at a fraction of current cost, as like a
Klingon Bird of Prey.

The DARPA visionaries postulate it leading to a whole new class of ocean-going
vessels that could eradicate the need for
larger manned warships, transforming conventional submarine warfare.

DARPA estimates costs in the $15 to $20
thousand a day compared with the +/- $700
One can just hear the “Harrumphs”.
thousand a to operate a destroyer.
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In its third iteration design, the
Tern’s (a Northrop program) forty foot wingspan allows launching from smaller ships.
Its contra-rotating dual props lifting it up off
the deck, then the wing tilts forward for its
mission, which at this stage of its development curve has a range of +/-1,000 miles
with the ability to carry 600 lbs of whatever.
It can be used, as examples, for reconnaissance at sea, to provide fire support for
SEAL commandos and/or resupply them or
even attack small enemy ships.
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the sea floor. The program builds
on the agency's previous advances in
autonomous robotic manipulation on Earth
and in space, and aims to process mission
commands, sensor inputs, and information
about the deep ocean environment to complete tasks with no human intervention.

The development of AI and autonomy in
the world’s militaries over this decade will
truly be something to behold. As will the effect it all will have on those who venture
down to and into the seas.
Manta Ray • a new class of long duration,
long range, payload-capable UUVs currently in its development phase at DARPA.

Your editor will try to monitor the reporting and musings of the STM’s (the Smarter
Than Me’s) and hopefully peak your interest enough for you to want to do some
more digging.

DARPA's Angler program seeks to develop undersea autonomous robotic solutions capable of navigating ocean depths,
surveying wide areas, and physically manipulating manmade objects of interest on
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Innovate with Existing
Technology
Excerpted from USNI article by Cdr Rob Brodie, USN

When the Navy and Marine Corps consider innovation, they usually focus on
technology they do not possess and not
on how to make better use of technology
they already have.
The special forces community uses the
ScanEagle for surveillance missions. The
fleet, however, has committed to the MH60R Seahawk helicopter and MQ-8 Fire
Scout UAV (helicopter) for short-to-mediumdistance surveillance
The ScanEagle
family of small,
modular, inexpensive, highendurance, aviationfacility-independent
UAVs, or something
like them, should be used in more agile, innovative ways to mitigate these vulnerabilities in both highend maritime warfare and low-tech
anti-piracy, counterterrorist, and
narcotics interdiction missions.
The diminutive ScanEagle comes in a
box smaller than a Mk 46 lightweight torpedo. Dozens of ScanEagles and their associated launch, recovery, maintenance, and
control gear can be put on board combatants for the price in money and space of a
single hybrid MH-60/Fire Scout detachment.
A ScanEagle detachment numbers four
personnel; an MH-60/Fire Scout

detachment numbers 20 or 30,
plus another 20 the ship must provide to
support launch, recovery, refueling, and rearming operations every few hours.

The only way to break through existing
paradigms is to turn the military into a true
learning organization. Expensive at-sea
exercises held primarily to train and certify could, and should, be more than
that.
Boeing has been awarded a $43 million
contract to build four Orca Extra Large Unmanned Undersea Vehicles (XLUUVs).
Launched
from a pier
the 51 foot
UUV can operate autonomously
throughout a 7,500 mile mission with a variety of possible operational goals.
Finally, the level of interest is starting to
get perk up with articles that are somewhat
salaciously headlined: The Navy Is Get-

ting 'Robot Wolfpacks,' And America's
Enemies Should Be Worried. With a sub-title
reading, Versatile, low-cost platforms are
changing warfare.

Still, we were encouraged by a quote
from Rear-Adm Douglas Small, Program
Executive Officer for Integrated Warfare
systems, who said, “We’re working really
hard on concepts like integrated fire control,
like how specifically we’re going to use
these things”. We may have in our small
minds some idea of how thing’s are going
to be used, but sailors, are going to have a
whole new, awesome way of using it.”
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President of a telephone company
who was in a far better position to make
such a predication than the average Joe.

The late William Bridges, a guru of change
in organizations, wrote that ‘everything we
use today has been invented in the last
ten years’.
While that was over twenty years ago,
even then it was basically true.
Things … in their current form.
And it is even more true today,
except the time frame keeps
shrinking.
What that meant, back then,
was that no one, from the CO or
CEO to the OD Radioman or
Secretary knew ‘today’ what they
would have to know ten years
from then just to do their current job.
That is, if anything, even
more true in the world in which
we find ourselves now living.
It truly does emphasize the
importance of continuing to learn
for your entire life.
What brought all of that to
mind was running across a 2019
question to Snopes asking if
“this cellphone prediction from
1953 was real?”

At the time the old crank phones were
still in use in some areas (it was the phone
on the wall in the farmhouse were I spent
summers haying into the early sixties) and
even though we city folks had fancier dial
phones, a great many of them were connected to party lines. Our number at home
in Calgary was CR (Crescent) 75654.
The Snopes crew pointed out that as
early as 1946, AT&T was offering
mobile (car) phone service to
their St. Louis subscribers. It
meant about 80 lbs of equipment
loaded into your car and even
then the service could only handle a few calls at a time, but the
service existed.
Even the concept of video
calls was being worked on as
early as the 1930s.
And let us not forget that Dick
Tracy had a two-way watch radio
when he first appeared in 1946.
Which all fits nicely with the
quip:

The Snopes crew found copies of the
short article in various 1953 papers around
the US and went on in their response to
point out that the prediction was from the
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he asked him, 'How much are you selling the
eggs for?'

The old seller replied, '25¢ an egg, Madam.’
She said to him, 'I will take 6 eggs for $1.25’.
The old seller replied, 'Come ... take them at the
price you want. Maybe this is a good beginning
because I have not been able to sell even a single egg today.'
After taking the eggs her
fancy car took her and her
friend to a posh restaurant.
There, they ordered whatever they liked. They ate a little and left a lot and used a
$50 dollar bill to pay the
$45.00 tab, telling the waiter
to keep the change.

Just another rather miserly tipper to the waiter but
this incident would most likely have been very painful
to the poor egg seller were he to have witnessed it.
The point is, Why do we always show we have
the power when we buy from the needy ones? And
why do we get generous (okay, semi-generous) to
those who, especially by comparison, are not in real
need our generosity?

In 1964, Ex-RN Submariner Lt
Cdr Henry Cook was a member of
the team introducing submarines to
the RAN. Knowing how RN’s
‘Sausage On A Stick’ had been received in 1958 he proposed a new
design to be worn ‘on the left
shoulder’.
A non-submariner member of
the team Cmdr Alan H. McIntosh
took pen in hand. The dolphins
came from his ‘Submarine Supporters Tie’ and the Crown from a two
shilling florin.

Produced by Stokes Badges
(est in 1856) whose proprietor
called it ‘by far the most handsome
badge his firm had made’.
The

Update editorial staff would
readily nominate it as the most
handsome submarine badge worn
anywhere.
In 1966, now CMDR Cook was
given the honour of being the first
to wear the new badge. The crew
of the HMS Trump, the last RN boat
assigned to Australia, were given
the honour in 1968. That might
have affected the thinking of the
RN designers. Theirs were introduced in 1972.

An old story goes: 'My father used to buy simple
goods from poor people at high prices, even though
he did not need them. Sometimes he even used to
Excerpted & paraphrased from a Peter Smith, SAA Historian, article
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northrop_Grumman_X-47B
pay
extra for them. I got concerned by this act and
asked him why does he do so? My father’s reply
was, "It is a charity wrapped with dignity, my
child”
Just a story, but a good story nevertheless.

Wouldn’t the addition of a diamond chip in the
shield representing the Southern Star, look good?
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Despite territorial disputes over the
islands, coral reefs and lagoons with
smaller neighbors China claims sovereignty
Most readers are likely aware that the
to the South China Sea and have, in 2019,
Chinese claim territorial rights to most of the
placed their troops on high alert whenever
area within the East and South China Seas,
there is a US warship ‘incursion’ such as
and that Taiwan is but a rebellious Province
when the Arleigh Burke-class destroyers
that will be brought back into the fold at
USS Preble and USS Chung Hoon came
some point. They do seem to be moving toclose to the Nanshan Islands (part of the
wards being able to more aggressively deSpratly Island chain) last spring.
fend those claims, militarily and, as we
talked about in the last issue, financially.
Spokesperson, Sr Colonel Li Huamin,
using a WeChat account, announced that
Included in China’s 70th anniversary pathe ships had been ‘identified and warned to
rade this past October 1st, were the newly
leave’, adding that the PLA (People’s Liberdeveloped DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missile
ation Army) ‘would stay on high alert and take
and DF-17 hypersonic weapon paired with
measures to protect national sovereignty and
the DR-8 supersonic drone.
security and would safeguard peace’.
These are examples of increasingly
As recently as this past November the
deadly, powerful and fast weapons that raisChinese asserted the guided-missile dees the concern about protecting an aircraft
stroyer Wayne E. Meyer sailed past the
carrier task force to a whole new level.
Paracel Islands the day after accusing the
Staying with this example, the Chinese
USN’s littoral combat ship the USS Gabricould, would and probably alelle Giffords of illegally enready are using drones to lotered the waters surrounding
cate and monitor these hard
the Spratly Islands, despite
to hide mobile monoliths. In
the waters being a thousand
the event of hostilities,
kilometers from the closest
launching a barrage of the
Chinese shoreline and only a
above mentioned weapons
couple of hundred off the
would, one concludes, be, at
coast of Philippine archipelaa very minimum, a significant
go Province of Palawan.
distraction to the carrier task
The Chinese assert that
force … without ever putting
the countries of the region
pilots and $100 million planes
want peace and stability,
in harms way. All the while
which is being sabotaged by
videotaping it through the scope of one of
the US incursions. The two fold worry is
their ever increasingly sophisticated submathat some day they will overtly defend that
rines.
assertion with more than just words and will
These issues are top of mind for military
have the sophisticated weapons to make it
folks these days, given the long-standing
problematic.
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fainting spells, memory problems,
seizures and neurological disorders. Many
were initially rejected for veterans’ benefits.

November 18, 2019 by Sharon Adams

Navy apologizes for delayed
release of health study

T

he Royal Canadian Navy has apologized for a five-year delay in releasing
its study on the health of 56 navy crew who
survived a 2004 fire aboard
HMCS Chicoutimi.
Chicoutimi is one of four retired dieselelectric submarines Canada bought from
Britain in the late 1990s. The submarines
needed extensive repair and retrofitting. Chicoutimi was the last to join the Canadian fleet on Oct. 2, 2004.
On Oct 5, running on the surface with
upper and lower hatches open during repair
work, a massive wave dumped seawater into the boat at about 11 a.m. Two hours later,
an electrical fire broke out and, in seconds,
thick black smoke spread through the
decks.

Nine of the crew suffered smoke inhalation, three severely. They were about 200
kilometres off the Irish coast and high seas
prevented an immediate transfer to hospital
ashore. The three were evacuated the next
morning by helicopter. Navy Lieutenant
Chris Saunders died.

Five years later, 18 of the crew had left
the Canadian Armed Forces. The defence
department ordered a long-term study on
the health of survivors, which was ready for
release in 2014.
At the news conference when the study
was released on July 11, Vice-Admiral Art
McDonald apologized for the five-year delay in releasing the report and lack of communication with crew and their families.
“For this delay—for which I can offer no
explanation…I have offered my unreserved
apology,” he said.
The study looked at health records of
crew members for five years before the fire
and five years afterward and compared the
data to a control group of 42 support staff
who repaired the submarine in port and 152
crew from other submarines.
To 2009, 60 per cent of Chicoutimi’s
crew had developed post-traumatic stress
disorder, 21 per cent had lung problems
such as asthma and 15 per cent had depression. In comparison, only one per cent
of the control group was diagnosed with
PTSD and two per cent with asthma and
depression. Fifty per cent of Chicoutimi’s
crew was deemed medically unfit to sail after the fire.

By 2009, 12.5 per cent of the Chicoutimi
crew had been medically released, comFor five days as the submarine was
pared to 5.3 per cent of the control group.
towed to port, the remainder of the crew
One Chicoutimi submariner has died of lung
lived in soot, breathing in noxious fumes.
cancer, according to a Canadian Broadcasting Corporation report. At least one other
Soon survivors began reporting health probhas developed skin cancer.
lems, including lung and breathing issues,
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R

arely does TheUpdate reprint another
article hollus-bollus, but this Pulitzer winner for 1942 is a worthy exception.
In September that year the three year
old USS Seadragon SS194 was on station
in the South China Sea when Seaman 1st
Class Darrell Dean Rector who had just
turned 19, became gravely ill, collapsing on
duty. The medic, Wheeler B. Lipes, diagnosed acute appendicitis.
During his three years as a hospital lab
tech Pharmacist’s Mate Lipes had assisted
surgeons with the operation but had not, of
course, actually performed one himself.
He explained to his CO that he believed
that Rector would die without surgery that
could not wait until they returned from this
patrol, even if they abandoned station and
returned to Freemantle forthwith.

"They" were a little group of anxious-faced
men with their arms thrust into reversed white
pajama coats. Gauze bandages hid all their expressions except the intensity in their eyes.
"It" was an acute appendix inside Dean Rector of Chautauqua, Kansas. The stabling pains
had become unendurable the day before, which
was Rector's first birthday at sea. He was nineteen years old.

The big depth gauge that looks like a factory
clock and stands beside the "Christmas tree" of
red and green gauges regulating the flooding
chambers showed where they were. They were
When the CO asked him if he could do
below the surface. And above them were enemy
waters crossed and recrossed by whirring proit, he replied in the affirmative.
pellers of Japanese destroyers and transports.
We’ll let Chicago Daily News reThe nearest naval surgeon competent to opporter George Weller, pick up the
erate on the nineteen-year-old seaman was thoustory from there.
sands of miles and many days away. There was
"They are giving him ether now," was what
just one way to prevent the appendix from
they said back in the aft torpedo rooms.
bursting, and that was for the crew to operate
"He's gone under, and they're ready to cut
upon their shipmate themselves.
him open," the crew whispered, sitting on their
And that's what they did; they operated upon
pipe bunks cramped between torpedoes.
him. It was probably one of the largest operaOne man went forward and put his arm quitions in number of participants that ever ocetly around the shoulder of another man who
curred.
was handling the bow diving planes.
"He says he's ready to take his chance," the
"Keep her steady, Jake," he said. "They've
gobs whispered from bulkhead to bulkhead.
just made the first cut. They're feeling around
"That guy's regular" – the word traveled
for it now."
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from bow planes to propeller and back
again.
They "kept her steady."
The chief surgeon was a twenty-three-yearold pharmacist's mate wearing a blue blouse
with white-taped collar and squashy white duck
cap. His name was Wheeler B. Lipes. He came
from Newcastle near Roanoke, Virginia, and
had taken the Navy hospital course in San
Diego, thereafter serving three years in the naval hospital at Philadelphia, where his wife
lives.
Lipes' specialty as laboratory technician was
in operating a machine that registers heartbeats.
He was classified as an electro cardiographer.
But he had seen Navy doctors take out one or
two appendixes and thought he could do it. Under the sea, he was given his first chance to operate.
There was difficulty about the ether. When
below the surface the pressure inside a boat is
above the atmospheric pressure. More ether is
absorbed under pressure. The submariners did
not know how long their operation would last.
They did not know how long it would take to
find the appendix. They did not know whether
there would be enough ether to keep the patient
under throughout the operation.
They didn't want the patient waking up before they were finished.
They decided to operate on the table in the
officers' wardroom. In the newest and roomiest
American submarine the wardroom is approximately the size of a Pullman –car drawing
room. It is flanked by bench seats attached to
the wall, and a table occupies the whole room –
you enter with knees already crooked to sit
down. The only way anyone can be upright in
the wardrooms is by kneeling.

The operating room was just long
enough so that the patient's head and feet
reached the two ends without hanging over.
First they got out a medical and read up on
the appendix, while Rector, his face pale with
pain. Lay in the narrow bunk. It was probably
the most democratic surgical operation ever performed.
Everybody from box-plane-man to the cook
in the galley knew his role.
The cook provided the ether mask. It was an
inverted tea strainer. They covered it with
gauze.
The ‘surgeon’ had, as his staff of fellow
"physicians," all men his senior in age and rank.
His anesthetist was Communications Officer
Lieutenant Franz Hoskins of Tacoma, Washington.
Before they carried Rector to the wardroom,
the submarine Captain, Lieutenant Commander
W.B. Ferrall of Pittsburgh, asked Lipes as the
"surgeon" to have a talk with the patient.
"Look, Dean, I never did anything like this
before," Lipes said. "Your don't have much
chance to pull through, anyhow. What do you
say?"
"I know just how it is, Doc."
"It was the first time in his life that anybody
had called Lipes "Doc." But there was in him,
added to the steadiness that goes with a submariner's profession, a new calmness.
The operating staff adjusted gauze masks
while members of the engine room crew pulled
tight their reversed pajama coats over their extended arms. The tools were laid out. They were
far from perfect or complete for a major operation. The scalpel has no handle.
But submariners are used to "rigging" things.
The medicine chest had plenty of haemostats,
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which are small pincers used for closing
blood vessels. The machinist "rigged" a handle
for the scalpel from a haemostat.
When you are going to have an operation,
you must have some kind of antiseptic agent.
Rummaging in the medicine chest, they found
sulfanilamide tablets and ground them to powder. One thing was lacking: there was no means
of holding open the wound after the incision
had been made. Surgical tools used to this are
called "muscular retractors." What would they
use for retractors? There was nothing in the
medicine chest that gave the answer, so they
went as usual to the cook's galley.
In the galley they found tablespoons made of
Monel metal. They bent these at right angles
and had their retractors.

mask.
With his superior officers as his subordinates, Lipes looked into their eyes, nodded and
Hoskins put the tea mask down over
Rector's face. No words were spoken; Hoskins
already knew from the look that he should
watch Rector's eye pupils dilate.
The twenty-three-year-old surgeon following
the ancient hand rule, put his little finger on
Rector's subsiding umbilicus, his thumb on the
point of the hipbone, and, by dropping his index
finger straight down, found the point where he
intended to cut. At his side stood Lieutenant
Norvell Ward of Indian Head, Maryland, who
was his assistant surgeon.

Sterilizers? They went to one of the greasy
copper-colored torpedoes waiting beside the
tubes. They milked alcohol from the torpedo
mechanism and used it as well as boiling water.
The light in the wardroom seemed in sufficient; operating rooms always have big lamps.
So they brought one of the big floods used for
night loadings and rigged it inside the wardroom's sloping ceiling.
The moment for the operation had come.
Rector, very pale and stripped, stretched himself
out on the wardroom's table under the glare of
the lamps hanging from the sloping ceiling.
Rubber gloves dipped in torpedo alcohol
were drawn upon the youthful "Doc's" hands.
The fingers were too long. The rubber ends
dribbled limply over.
"You look like Mickey Mouse, Doc," said
one onlooker.
Lipes grinned behind the gauze.
Rector on the wardroom table wet his lips,
glancing a side look at the tea-strainer ether

Artist John Falter’s depiction of the appendectomy performed
aboard the USS Seadragon by Pharmacist’s Mate Wheeler
B. Lipes. Nebraska State Historical Society.

"I chose him for his coolness and dependability," said the Doc afterward of his superior
officer. "He acted as my third and fourth
hands." Ward's job was to place tablespoons in
Rector's side as Lipes cut through successive
layers of muscles.
Engineering Officer Lieutenant S. Manning of Cheraw, South Carolina, took the job
which in a normal operating room is known as
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"circulating nurse." His job was to see
that packets of sterile dressings kept coming
and that the torpedo alcohol and boiling water
arrived regularly from the galley.
They had what is called an "instrument
passer" in chief Yeoman H.F. Wieg of Sheldon,
North Dakota, whose job was to keep the tablespoons coming and coming clean. Submarine
Skipper Ferrall too had his part. They made him
"recorder." It was his job to keep count of the
sponges that went into Rector. A double count
of the tablespoons used as retractors was kept:
one by the Skipper and one by the cook, who
was himself passing them out from the galley.
It took Lipes in his flap-finger rubber globes
nearly twenty minutes to find the appendix.

"I have tried one side of the caecum," he
whispered after the first minutes. "Now, I'm trying the other."
Whispered bulletins seeped back into the engine room and the crews' quarters.
"The Doc has tried one side of something
and now is trying the other side."
After more search, Lipes finally whispered,
"I think I've got it. It's curled way into the blind
gut."
Lipes was using the classical McBurney's incision. Now was the time when his shipmate's
life was completely in his hands.
"Two more spoons." They passed the word
to Lieutenant Ward.
"Two spoons at 14.45 hours [2:45 p.m.],"
wrote Skipper Ferrall on his note pad.
"More flashlights. And another battle lantern," demanded Lipes.
The patent's face, lathered with white petrolatum, began to grimace.
"Give him more ether," ordered the Doc.

Hoskins looked doubtfully at the original five pounds of ether now shrunk to
hardly three quarters of one can, but once again
the tea strainer was soaked in ether. The fumes
mounted up, thickening the wardroom air and
making the operating staff giddy.
"Want those blowers speeded up?" the Captain asked the Doc.
The blowers began to whir louder.
Suddenly came the moment when the Doc
reached out his hand, pointing toward the needle
threaded with twenty-day chromic catgut.
One by one the sponges came out. One by
one the tablespoons bent into right angles were
withdrawn and returned to the galley. At the end
it was the skipper who nudged Lipes and pointed to the tally of bent tablespoons. One was
missing. Lipes reaches into the incision for the
last time and withdrew the wishboned spoon and
closed the incision.
They even had the tool ready to cut off the
thread. It was a pair of fingernail scissors, well
scalded in water and torpedo juice.
At that moment the last can of ether went
dry. They lifted up Rector and carried him into
the bunk of Lieutenant Charles K. Miller of Williamsport, Pennsylvania. Lieutenant Miller alone
had had control of the ship as diving officer during the operation.
It was half an hour after the last tablespoon
had been withdrawn that Rector opened his
eyes. His first words were, "I'm still in there
pitching."
By that time the sweat-drenched officers
were hanging up their pajamas to dry. It had taken the amateurs about two and a half hours for
an operation ordinarily requiring forty-five
minutes.
Lipes murmured apologetically as he felt the
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wasn't one of those 'snappy valve' appendixes."
Within a few hours, the bow and stern planes
men, who, under Lieutenant Miller's direction,
had kept the submarine from varying more than
half a degree vertically in 150 minutes below
the stormy sea, came around to receive Rector's
winks of thanks. Rector's only remark was,
"Gee, I wish Earl was here to see this job." His
brother Earl, a seaman on the Navy submarine
tender Pigeon, is among the list of missing at
Corregidor, probably captured.
When the submarine surfaced that night, the
ether-drunk submarine crewmen found themselves grabbing the sides of the conning tower
and swaying unsteadily on their feet.

Thirteen days later Rector, fully recovered,
was at his battle station, manning the phones. In
a bottle vibrating on the submarine's shelves
was the prize exhibit of surgeon Lipes – the first
appendix ever known to have been removed below enemy waters.

When the submarine’s patrol concluded
and the Seadragon en route to base, Ferrell
radioed a message to headquarters: “One
Merchant Ship, One Oil Tanker and One
Successful Appendectomy.”
But the submarine squadron’s Medical
Officer was appalled, as were the honchos
at the USN’s Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery.
The US Surgeon General was so outraged he discussed having Lipes courtmartialled.

39
Lipes’ success to perform such
surgeries, and in fact, that very December two more appendectomies were performed aboard submarines on patrol.

Ultimately Lipes became a hero to the
public and the incident even made an appearance in the movie Destination Tokyo,
starring Cary Grant.
Though ‘Doc’ Lipes never even got so
much as a letter of thanks from the Navy,
he expressed no regret, remarking,
“What was important was that I did
my job and saved Rector’s life … it
was proof that the Navy’s training program was tested and found to be effective.”
He stayed in the Navy, taking his commission and retiring in 1962 as a Lieutenant
Commander.
There were those, however, who never
gave up lobbying on his behalf. Finally, over
sixty-two years later, the Navy belatedly
and one assumes begrudgingly, offered him
recognition in the form of a Navy Commendation Medal for saving a shipmates life.
That presentation came on February
20th, 2005, less than three months before
he left on eternal leave.
A lot of war stories do not have happy
endings, including this one.
The young man whose life he had
saved, performing surgery on the wardroom
table of a WWII fleet boat, Darrell Dean
Rector was transferred to the USS Tang
SS306 and was not one of the nine survivors when a torpedo circled back, sending
the Tang to the bottom.

Their concern was that untrained medical personnel would be encouraged by
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Gleaned from a Gordon Jackson article
in the Brunswick News in Georgia

T

his story caught our eye because we
had just finished preparing the previous
story about the first appendectomy at sea
on a WWII boat, and this headline said
‘Corpsman served aboard first nuclear
submarines’.
John Mays, now 86, served on
three old diesel boats (the USS
Thornback, USS Clamagore
and USS Threadfin) before
moving on to USS Henry
Clay where he had a very
interesting encounter that to
which we will return. He then
became a plank holder member
of the precommissioning crew of the
USS James Madison before moving on
again to the fast-attack USS Bergall. That
is the boat in the picture where John is
showing off his ability to ride a unicycle,
which he apparently took aboard every sub
on which he serve.
Your editor also used to ride a unicycle
although that skill wasn’t picked up until after leaving submarines. But it did hype the
interest level in telling a wee bit of John’s
story here.
In the article John did talk a bit about the
ability of the nuc boats to make oxygen and
drinking water as being critical additions to
nuclear power for allowing extended tours
at sea, submerged the whole time.

Two other elements sealed the
inclusion. The first was the ‘interesting
encounter’ previously mentioned.
One of John’s addition duties when he
moved on to the nuc boats, was to monitor
the radiation levels, including keeping records for the crew and ensuring that visitors
were issued and wore a dosimeter badge.
When the father of the submarine service
himself, Admiral Hyman Rickover visited
the USS Henry Clay, John did his duty, issuing the Admiral a badge . Apparently there
was a reluctance to comply with this formality and John was told to put the
badge in the Admiral’s cabin. John
refused, insisting this protocol
was a requirement, though
he was fully expecting to be
chastised for it.
However, the Admiral did
pin on the badge without say
ing a word and John never heard
any thing else about it.
Still, legend says that there were not
many, of any rank, who stood up to Admiral
Rickover and walked away unscathed.
The final thing sealing the inclusion of
the story, especially considering the timing,
was that John too had the experience of doing an appendectomy at sea on a submerged submarine, albeit without the added
pressure of enemy surface ships cruising
back and forth above them.

John left the Navy after twenty years and
spent the following thirty-three teaching
school.
Your editor tried to reach out to him but
was not successful.
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eventy-six years ago this month (the
28th) USS Grayback left Pearl Harbor
on her 10th war patrol, for which she would
be awarded her eighth battle star.
When she was three weeks overdue to
return in late March the Navy reluctantly
listed her as missing.

Later, combing through captured Japanese records, researchers pieced together
her fate. She had attacked a convoy on the
24th of February and was making her way
home through the East China Sea when, on
the 27th, she was spotted on the surface by
a carrier-based plane, which attacked, hitting her just aft of sail with a 500 lb bomb.
Though she was reported to have exploded and sunk immediately the area was
subsequently depth-charged until a heavy
oil slick surfaced.

In the post-war rankings she was 20th in
total tonnage with 63,835 and 24 th in number of ships at 14. The boat and crew were
awarded two Navy Unit Commendations.
So, if all of this was known, why did it
take over seventy-five years to find her? It
all came down to a translation error.
In the post-war piecing together of the
fate of each of the 52 submarines it had lost
during the war the USN relied on Japanese
war records. The translation for the Grayback got one number wrong, placing her
fnal resting place in the open ocean about
100 miles east-south-east of Okinawa.
And the error would likely never have
been uncovered but for a systems engineer
from Kobe, Yutaka Iwasaki, who, as a

teenager had become fascinated
with the fate of the 80% of Japanese
merchant ships lost during the war.
His interest evolved into a full-fledged
hobby, uncovering the history of each of
those ships. That research, of course, had
him scouring the available records USN
submarines.
“For me, finding U.S. submarines is part
of my activity to introduce the tragic story of
war,” he said. “It is my hobby, and also my
passion.”
Going through the wartime daily report
records of the Imperial Japanese Navy base
at Sasebo, he came across an entry for
February 27th, 1944 that showed the location of an attack that was off from the Navy
History, US Submarine Losses, WWII, published in 1949, by a hundred miles.
Enter Tim Taylor, an undersea explorer
who, along with his wife Christine Dennison had established a ‘Lost 52 Project’
to find the 47 lost WWII submarines for
which there was not yet an accounting, using, of course, new technology.
An interesting small world aspect to the
story is that it was Don Walsh, who, if you
remember from other TheUpdate stories,
was himself a submariner, gave Taylor his
own copy of the 1949 report.
Taylor used that along with Yutaka Iwasaki’s findings to mount an expedition in
June of 2019 to scour this new 1,400 foot
deep area. The team persevered through
both electrical & mechanical issues, searching a ten square mile area an autonomous
14-foot drone weighing more than a ton,
that went back and forth across the area
pinging with its array of sonars.
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On their second last day the drone malfunctioned after eight hours. They hauled it
up and while the crew was preparing to return to port for repairs Taylor reviewed what
footage had been captured. That is when
he spotted two anomalies.

On the November 27th, 1895, Swedish
chemist Alfred Nobel finalized and signed
his will, dedicating much of his wealth to the
establishment of a prize for those who
"have conferred the greatest benefit to
humankind.” From Smithsonian Today Newsletter

A second drone with high-definition cameras was quickly readied, this one guided
from the surface.

On June 26th, 1976 Toronto’s CN Tower
opened to the public, as the tallest free
standing structure in the
world at 1,815.3 feet. It
had actually surpassed
the previous title holder,
the 1,772 foot Ostankino
Tower in Moscow during
the build in 1975. Similarly it was surpassed by the
2,722 foot Burj Dubai in
2009 even though it didn’t
open until 2010. The CN
Tower still holds the title for the western
world.

Mere hours later Taylor spotted the USS
Grayback, her deck gun about 400 feet
away, having been blown off when she was
bombed.
A video image was the plaque that is
shown below.
Taylor commented that elation had to be
balanced with the realization that this was
the gravesite for eighty men.
The next day they held a ceremony in
honour of the Grayback’s crew, slowly reading the name of each aloud.

On October 3rd, 1862 Abraham Lincoln
John Bihn, the nephew of one crewman,
made a battlefield visit to his General of the
John P. King remembers that he was always Army, George McClellan, sixteen days after
aware of him in grandparents home, a phothe single bloodito of the boat hanging beside John King’s
est day in AmeriPurple Heart. With no body to bury his parcan Military hisents had the words, “John Patrick King, Lost tory. The Battle
In Action” engraved on their own stone.
of Antietam, in
Maryland fought
on September
17th. Confederate
General Robert E. Lee was the first to withdraw from the battle, all the way to Virginia
which allowed McClellan to claim a technical victory. A casual observer might well
have quibbled and Lincoln relieved McClellan one month later.
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ast issue
we sent our
magic mirror out
on a quest to see if it
could find the oldest
living submariner in
Canada.
It turns out that it
was more of an ordeal than we had ever
anticipated. Now, whether it was of trying
to figure out just who is the oldest or simply
having to gaze into so many of
your old grizzled mugs, when it finally got back to the office, it
looked like this. And the answer it
brought back was not, at that moment in time, correct.
Turns out, thought, that old inanimate Wizard just might have a
streak of pure prescience woven
into its glass because by the time
its replacement came back with the same
answer, it was correct.
And, by the way, finding a replacement
for the assignment was a whole lot easier
said than done. And they are expensive.
Turns out the confusion that caused our
Old Wizard such stress, was that he had
discovered a fellow in New Brunswick of
whom none of us was aware.
When The Wizard found Frederick
Knight Fowler, he had just turned 101 in
August. By then he was living in the Ridgewood Veterans Wing, but had only left the
family home, where he’d been living on his
own, the previous January.

was six weeks, he joined the
RCNVR and with wavy stripe on
his arm went off to Britain. His first destroyer, HMS Fearless was
torpedoed in the Mediterranean. He later had
an XO who had ‘no love
for colonials’ so Fred did
what all smart fellas do,
he went to submarines,
becoming the
second Canadian Fred (Freddie
H. Sherwood was also RCNVR)
and one of only six Canadian Officers to serve in RN boats during the
war. His boat time was spent
aboard HMS Sceptre, Truculent
and United.
Post WWII he stayed involved
with the Reserves and joined his father’s insurance business. Finally giving in to the
life-long urge he learned to fly in his 50’s,
earning his aerobatic certification and then
started a glider club. He continued flying
until sidelined by his health and doctor.
We are presuming that knowing Fred
was not well and would barely make the
new decade was the reason that the face in
its mirror was not Fred’s, and that it was the
stress of that that caused the glass to crack
into a spider web.

When the new Wizard Mirror went out to
investigate it too came back, just a few
days ago, with the same picture of the next
submariner in line.

When WWII interrupted his Civil Engineering studies, his instinct was to become
a fighter pilot with the RCAF. After his
Then on the 10th of January the mystery
mother found out that the average life span
clarified itself when Fred Fowler passed
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peacefully at Ridgewood Veterans
Wing in St. John, New Brunswick.
Fred Fowler, Submariner. Though we
knew you not, you will now be remembered.

Fred’s family did a lovely job on his obituary which can be viewed HERE.

A

nd that is why the Wizard Mirrors kept
returning with Ian ‘Hoppy’ Hopkins’
picture in their glass.
While another near contender was Robert Golding of Ontario, he turns 95 this
year nearly six months after Ian. And
though by some reckonings young Claude
Gourdeau from here in Victoria is hot on
their heals, his elders would say that at a
mere 92 he is still one of the young guys.
Ian served with the RN submarine service in the late 40’s and early 50’s as one of
the only radar technicians in the service.
That meant that he was going to sea in a

different submarine almost nonstop. The only mitigating factor was that he
was very well paid. That is a submariners
taunt as Ian still can’t believe the miserly 3
shillings a day they received, and can be
quick to share his views about it with just
about anyone who will listen.
He cut hair for tips just to make ends
meet and how he got into that is but one of
his stories that are all quite fascinating.
He immigrated to Canada as a young
man and spent most of the rest of his working life in various sales positions, logging
thousands upon thousands of miles, year
after year.

When some of the guys decided to form
the Canadian Chapter of the Submarine
Old Comrades Association here in Victoria in the 1980’s, Ian was among the first to
join.
These days Ian lives in Parksville and
spends a good deal of his time writing down
his creative recollections from a life well
lived, and even spinning an occasional fiction story as well. He has a lot of very interesting stories to tell or share as written
words. He is a heck of a good guy and it
would be nice if a few of you were to give
him a call at 1-250-951-0637. Introduce
yourself and congratulate him on his new,
exalted status.
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in the last year or two it has bulked up.
This topic was touched on in the last issue of TheUpdate, mentioning China’s many
investments in the Asian Second Island
chain. In those smaller countries the economic influence is more easily and, often,
more swiftly felt.

British Steel to be rescued by the
Chinese Industrial Giant for £70M
Jingye to invest £1bn and save
'thousands of British Steel jobs'

We might think that in countries like, say
Britain or Canada, that simply would not be
possible. However, if it were maneuvers
undertaken incrementally over a longer period of time … ??

T

hough the deal will give the Chinese
firm control of a third of the UK's steel
industry, Business Minister Andrea Leadsom said: "There aren't any national security issues with this acquisition.
Maybe not this or even next year or,
probably, in the next decade, but as a
l_o_n_g term strategic move? Well …
though our whole editorial staff do admire
her confidence, the vague sounds of whistling and hazy images of graveyards do
come to mind.
Cynicism has always come natural, but
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T

f communications central is at the core
of the problem then we need to figure out
how to fix it.

I

he future has arrived.
The continued functioning of this Association may well hinge on who is willing to
step forward in the next month.

The ‘it’ to which we are referring is the
possibility that you, the membership, either
aren’t getting notices or are finding them so
uninteresting that they don’t even get
opened.

As Lloyd pointed out in his ‘All Around
Look’ on page three, at least three positions, President, Secretary and Treasurer
will become vacant at the AGM on Tuesday,
the 25th of February.

What is raising the subject at this point is
the very small number of our SAOC West
members who attended the Celebrations of
Life for Harry Holm and Diane Cameron.

Risking stating the obvious, without a
functioning Executive there is no SAOC W.

We sailed with Harry for years and we
cannot imagine anyone who would have
other than fond memories of Harry.
At the very core of our organization is
comradeship, caring for and about those
who sailed beneath the waves, especially if
they sailed with us.
So, in the future, for there will be more,
this one member is thinking that it might be
nice if you are not going to be able to make
a CoL, at least contact the President,
whomsoever that may be going forward,
passing on your regrets and thoughts.

Over the next couple of years the only
item of significance will be to help out the
serving members of the Submarine Force
with their hosting of the 20th Anniversary of
the Commissioning of HMCS Victoria this
coming fall. Oh, and the second annual
Summer Sizzle BBQ.
So we are asking that you think seriously
about it, and let us know what you think.
Forward or fold?

Just sayin’.
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